
STAR CHALLENGE
WE ARE GOING ON A BUG HUNT!
Discover the secret world of creatures 
for your chance to win a prize.

STAR CHALLENGE
OPEN TO ALL RECEPTION AND 
KEY STAGE 1 PUPILS



WE ARE GOING ON A BUG HUNT!
Let’s go on a Star Bug Hunt adventure...

In the quiet of the undergrowth, lies a whole secret world 
of creatures - so tiny and silent. If you did not look very 
closely, you would not even know they were there! Busy in their own little 
world, rushing around to collect food and keep their families safe and warm. 
Sometimes, these tiny little bugs can sneak into our own homes and make a 
safe space in the corner of a wall or under the sofa!

STAR CHALLENGE

What can you find out about 
the secret world of bugs?

Email pictures of your completed work to your school by Friday 19th June. 
Your school will choose the best two pieces of work and will enter them 
into a Star Academies national competition. Good luck bug hunters!

You are a Star Bug Hunter and you have a challenge to complete! 

What are the bugs called 
and what do they look like?

Where do the bugs live 
and what do they eat? 

What types of bugs do you think lurk at the bottom of 
the garden, under a rock or hidden in our own homes?

Once you have completed your discoveries, work with your family
to make a picture, model or story about the secret world of bugs. 

Bug Hunters, we can’t wait to hear about your discoveries!

1st PRIZE
Outdoor Explorer Kit

2nd PRIZE
Bug Safari Kit

3Rd PRIZE
My First Big

Book Of Bugs 

Handy tips for
 explorers

(click on the links)

Bug identification guide

Where to find 
bugs

Is there a tiny family of sweet little spiders, 
a squadron of slimy snails, or something else? 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/media/48349/minibeast-hunt.pdf
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/04/minibeast-hunt/

